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Abstract: High-power phosphor-converted white light emitting diodes (hp-WLEDs) have been widely involved in modern 
society as outdoor lighting sources. In these devices, due to the Joule effect, the high applied currents cause high operation 
temperatures (> 500 K). Under these conditions, most phosphors lose their emission, an effect known as thermal quenching 
(TQ). Here, we introduce a zero-dimensional (0D) metal halide, Rb3InCl6:xSb3+, as a suitable anti-TQ phosphor offering robust 
anti-TQ behavior up to 500 K. We ascribe this behavior of the metal halide to two factors: (1) a compensation process via 
thermally-activated energy transfer from structural defects to emissive centers; and (2) an intrinsic structural rigidity of the 
isolated octahedra in the 0D structure. The anti-TQ phosphor based WLEDs can stably work at a current of 2000 mA. The low 
synthesis cost, non-toxic composition reported here can herald a new generation of anti-TQ phosphors for hp-WLED. 

Introduction
Outdoor lighting plays a pivotal role in night-time human 

activities and accounts for ~40% electricity consumption in 
urban cities.1 High-power phosphor-converted white light-
emitting diodes (hp-WLEDs) have been widely employed 
for outdoor lighting, thanks to their ∼10× efficiency 
compared to traditional lighting, which significantly 
reduces energy consumption, hence greenhouse gas 
emissions.2 High power means high applied work currents 
(>200 mA), which entail high operating temperatures for 
hp-WLEDs (up to over 500 K)3 due to the Joule heating 
effect. Such high temperatures activate non-radiative 
relaxation channels of the phosphor and thus result in 
emission efficiency losses, an effect known as thermal 
quenching (TQ).4,5 To reduce TQ, an ideal candidate 
phosphor for hp-WLED should minimize its thermally-
activated non-radiative processes while compensating the 
emission losses at increasing temperature.2,6-9 The first 
feature requires a high structural rigidity of the 
phosphor,9,10 whereas the second feature requires an 
energy transfer process from traps (or other sensitizers) to 
luminescence centers.7,9,11,12 Metal oxide/nitrides doped 
with rare earths or transition metals are the mainstream 
materials for anti-TQ phosphors2,9,13,14 and are widely 
applied in hp-WLED.6,15-17 For example, Kim et.al reported 
zero TQ up to 473 K from a blue-emitting Na3–

2xSc2(PO4)3:xEu2+ phosphor,2 its thermally-stable emission 
being ascribed to a compensation process via a thermally-
activated energy transfer from structural defects to Eu2+ 
emitting centers.2 With that phosphor they fabricated a hp-
WLED that could work stably at high currents, up to 1000 
mA. Subsequently, Qiao et.al doped Eu2+ into a rigid 
K2BaCa(PO4)2 structure to obtain an anti-TQ phosphor. 

Thanks to the well-designed rigid structure,18 the 
K2BaCa(PO4)2:xEu2+ phosphor exhibited stable or even 
enhanced luminescence with increasing temperature, up to 
548 K.9 Ma et.al proposed a self-defect engineering 
approach for Li2Sr1-x-ΔSiO4:x% Eu2+ (0.2 ≤ x ≤ 3.0, 0.1%≤ Δ ≤ 
5%), where the stoichiometric (Δ) deficiency of the Sr 
precursor was meant to induce the formation of intrinsic 
defects. Via efficient energy transfer from defects to Eu2+ 
emitting centers, in the optimal sample (Δ = 0.1%) the PL 
intensity at 498 K corresponded to 114% of its initial value 
at room temperature.19 

The problem with metal oxides/nitrides is that their 
syntheses require high temperatures (>1500 K).7 Metal 
halides, on the other hand, can profit from the much lower 
synthesis temperatures (some of them can be even 
prepared at room temperature) and, for some members of 
the class, high photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY). 
Indeed, various metal halides have been explored as 
potential candidates for anti-TQ phosphors.10-12,20 Several 
Sb doped metal halides were reported to have good thermal 
stability of their luminescence, although far lower than any 
other reported metal oxide/nitride based anti-TQ 
phosphor.21,22 Huang et.al reported Mn2+ doped 
CsPb(Cl/Br)3 halide perovskite nanocrystals offering 
thermally stable (or even enhanced) red emission up to 323 
K, which was attributed to thermally activated energy 
transfer from excitonic to Mn2+ acceptor states.11,23 Liu et.al 
reported fluorine treated CsPbBr3 perovskite nanocrystals 
with a temperature-independent emission from 298 K to 
373 K.10 The fluorine rich shell was purported to have a 
wider energy gap than the inner nanocrystal core, 
suppressing carrier trapping and improving thermal 
stability.8,10 Han et.al found that a Mn2+ doped Rb3Cd2Cl7 
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single crystals did not suffer from luminescence intensity 
quenching up to 423 K.20,24,25 More recently, Zhou et.al 
developed a Zr4+/Mn2+ co-doped CsCdCl3 system featuring a 
robust anti-TQ radioluminescence up to 448 K, a record 
value for metal halides materials.12 The authors 
hypothesized that the thermally stable radioluminescence 
was due to compensation of the emission losses at high 
temperatures by a thermally activated energy transfer from 
defects to the Mn2+ emitters. By co-doping with Zr4+, the trap 
depth and distribution were further modulated. Hence, the 
better anti-TQ behavior was rationalized as due to traps at 
progressively higher depth and broader distribution that 
could compensate the emission losses at higher 
temperatures.12 Yet, even though anti-TQ metal halide 
perovskite phosphors have been intensely explored in the 
last three years, their anti-TQ behavior still lags behind that 
of the metal nitride/oxide-based phosphors.10-12,20 More 
importantly, they are either Pb-based10,11 or Cd-based 
hosts,12,20,25,26 which are toxic.

Here we report a non-toxic and rare-earth-free metal 
halide phosphor, Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ (x = ~1%), in the form of a 
powder sample (synthesized at 483 K in an autoclave), 
exhibiting robust anti-TQ behavior. This material has a 
zero-dimensional (0D) phase formed by isolated [InCl6]3- 
octahedra (with a small fraction of the In3+ ions replaced by 
Sb3+ ones) that are charge balanced by A+ cations, and show 
green emission with ~90% PLQY.27-29 In the synthesis, the 
In precursor was added in a sub-stoichiometric amount, 
that is (1-Δ)nmoles (where nmoles would correspond to the 
stoichiometric amount required to synthesize Rb3InCl6) 
with the aim to induce the formation of structural defects.19 
By tuning the stoichiometric deficiency Δ (henceforth 
reported in % terms, that is, Δ/100) of the added In 
precursors and alloying at the Rb site with other cations (K, 
Cs), we could prepare optimal Rb3-yCsyInCl6:xSb3+ samples 
that did not show luminescence quenching at temperatures 
up to 500 K, making them comparable to the best metal 
oxide/nitride based anti-TQ phosphors to date.2,7,9 The 
sample’s structure and luminescence were preserved after 
several cycles of heating-cooling. To shed light onto the key 
factors determining the anti-TQ behavior, a series of control 
experiments was carried out. We determined that by 
adjusting the stoichiometric deficiency Δ of the In 
precursors we could modulate the depth and distribution of 
the energy traps. Specifically, by thermoluminescence (TL) 
spectroscopy we could assess that, with increasing 
temperature, in A3InCl6:xSb3+ the high density of traps could 
compensate the emission losses of self-trapped exciton 
emission (STE) by thermally activated energy transfer.12

By temperature-dependent X-ray diffraction (XRD) we 
could prove that alloying at the A site can be exploited to 
adjust the structural rigidity of A3InCl6:xSb3+. In detail, 
partial alloying of the Rb+ ions with the larger Cs+ ions 
entailed a higher structural rigidity, as revealed by the 
smaller expansion of the cell compared to the non-alloyed 
one at increasing temperature. In contrast, partial alloying 
of the Rb+ ions with the smaller K+ ions led to a larger 
expansion of the cell at increasing temperature. A higher 
structural rigidity of the Cs-Rb alloyed sample is the most 
likely cause of the more efficient suppression of the 
thermally activated non-radiative processes, leading to a 

better anti-TQ behavior.7,30 As a comparison, we also 
synthesized powders of a three-dimensional (3D) 
Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+ double perovskite sample, which instead 
did not show any obvious anti-TQ behavior. By Rietveld 
refinement of the XRD patterns and Raman analysis we 
could verify that, with increasing temperature, the isolated 
octahedra in 0D Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ expanded less (in terms of 
metal-halide bond length) than the whole unit cell, 
indicating that what mostly changed was the inter-
octahedra distance in this case. By contrast, the connected 
octahedra in 3D Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+ followed a linear 
expansion that matched the expansion of the whole unit cell. 
In this context, we attribute the structural rigidity of the 0D 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ structure to the low dependence on 
temperature of the expansion/distortion of the isolated 
octahedra, which are indeed the emitting centers. 

These powders were then employed in a hp-WLED device 
that demonstrated stable lighting intensity and color 
coordinates even under a current of 2000 mA, 
corresponding to an operating temperature of ~500 K. The 
non-toxic and rare-earth metal free 0D metal halides 
materials reported here, thanks to their simple and scalable 
synthesis, represent a new generation of anti-TQ phosphors 
for hp-WLED devices.

Results and Discussion
Synthesis and anti-TQ emission. The Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ 

samples were synthesized by grinding together RbCl, InCl3, 
and SbCl3 powders. The number of moles of InCl3 added 
corresponded to 3*(1-Δ) mmol, slightly lower than the 3 
mmol amount required for a stoichiometric synthesis. The 
ground powders were mixed with methanol in an autoclave 
which was then heated at 210 ℃ for 22 hours. After that, the 
solution was dried in an oven. The final sample was a white 
powder showing a bright green emission (under 365 nm UV 
lamp) peaked at 521 nm, with a PLQY over 90% (Figure S1), 
consistent with previous reports.27-29 The synthesized Sb 
doped Rb3InCl6 have a monoclinic phase, as assessed by 
XRD analysis. For comparison, the Sb doped Rb3InCl6 
sample synthesized with a stoichiometric amount of InCl3 
(named as reference sample) was also prepared.27

We then recorded the photoluminescence (PL) spectra of 
the prepared sample as a function of temperature in the 
300-500 K range (Fig. 1a, b and c). We refer here to the 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ sample prepared with Δ = 1.1% and 1.3% Sb. 
With increasing temperature, the PL spectra of the 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ sample slight blue-shifted (Figure 1a), while 
its PL intensity (Figure 1b) evidenced a gentle upward trend 
up to a maximum at around 400 K (corresponding to ~125% 
of the initial value at room temperature RT) and then slowly 
decreased, preserving essentially 100% of its initial (RT) 
value at 450 K. In contrast, the PL intensity of the reference 
sample followed immediately a downward trend, retaining 
only ~35% of its initial RT value at 450 K (Figure S2 and 
Figure 1b).

The Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ sample was then subjected to multiple 
cycles of heating-cooling from 300 K to 400 K and back, with 
the corresponding PL intensity being measured at each 
turning point (Figure 1c and Figure S3). No significant loss 
of PL intensity was observed after many cycles, pointing to 
a robust anti-TQ behavior. We also recorded XRD patterns 
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at various temperatures during a heating cooling cycle 
(Figures 1d and S4) from 298 K to 523 K and back, by which 
we could verify that the sample remained structurally 
stable. In details, the diffraction peaks gradually shifted to 
lower (higher) 2ɵ angles with increasing (decreasing) 
temperature, and returned to their initial position when 
cooling back to RT, without generating any impurity 
peaks.2,31 Hence, the sample underwent a reversible lattice 
expansion-contraction with a slope of -1.9*10-3 2ɵ/K-1 
(Figure S4 and Figure 1d). Overall, we can state that the 

Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ sample exhibited robust, both reversible 
luminescence stability and structural stability upon 
heating/cooling. Based on the well-studied metal 
oxide/nitride system, we assume that both defects and 
structural rigidity can play a key role in compensating the 
thermally activated emission losses.7,11,12 A series of control 
experiments were then carried out to study the key 
parameters regulating the anti-TQ properties of 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+. They are described in the following sections.

Figure 1. (a) PL spectra of a Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ (Δ = 1.1% and x = 1.3%) powder sample as a function of temperature from 280 K to 
480 K (excitation at 375 nm). (b) Temperature-dependent PL intensity of the sample (Δ = 1.1% and x = 1.3%) and the reference 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ sample (Δ = 0%) when heated from 300 to 500 K, normalized by referencing the initial PL intensity at 300 K as 1. (c) 
Stability test, consisting of 11 cycles of heating-cooling. In each cycle the PL intensity is measured at 300 K (blue dots), 400 K (green 
dots) and 450 K (red dots). The PL intensity values are normalized to the starting value of each cycle recorded at 300 K. (d) XRD 
spectra of Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ during a heating-cooling cycle, this time in the temperature range from 298 K to 523 K.

Mechanism and control experiments. The Sb doping 
amount was optimized to a value of 1.3%, as this value was 
found to yield the highest values of PLQY and the best anti-
TQ behavior, as shown in Figure S5-8 and Tables S2-4. 
Hence, we fixed the Sb doping amount in the range of 1%-2% 
in the following study. We then synthesized different 
samples at various stoichiometric deficiencies (Δ) of the 
InCl3 precursors. The whole series comprises 1.1%, 1.3%, 
1.5%, 1.7%, 1.9% (corresponding to 2.967 mmol, 2.961 
mmol, 2.955 mmol, 2.949 mmol and 2.943 mmol InCl3, 
respectively, Table S1). By elemental analysis via 
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy 
(ICP-OES) and scanning electron microscopy energy 
dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), the Sb amount (x) was 
determined to be in the 1%-1.4% range (Figure S9-S14, 
Table S5-9). We then recorded the temperature dependent 
PL spectra for each sample (Figure 2a and Figure S15). To 
help with the discussion, we define the critical temperature 

(Tc) as the one at which the PL intensity was equal to 100% 
of the initial PL intensity at 300 K. We then used Tc to 
evaluate the anti-TQ properties of each sample. As shown in 
Figure 2a, Tc initially increased with increasing Δ and 
reached a maximum value of 491 K for Δ = 1.5%. The Δ = 1.5% 
sample showed reproducible luminesce stability under 
cycles of heating-cooling (Figure S16) and also evidenced 
long-term luminesce stability upon heating (Figure S17). 

Elemental analyses such as ICP-OES and SEM-EDS could 
not distinguish the tiny differences in In stoichiometry 
across the samples prepared at various Δ. Yet, the XRD 
patterns of the same samples evidenced a slight but steady 
shift to higher angles with increasing Δ (Figure 2b). This can 
be explained by assuming that at higher Δ the samples have 
a higher density of structural vacancies, resulting in slight 
contraction of the lattice.19 The formation of vacancies was 
further proven by 85Rb magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) characterization (Figure S18), 
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4

which evidenced at least four different 85Rb peaks in the 
range from 100 to -100 ppm. Considering that Rb+ ions 
occupy two different locations (Rb1, Rb2) in the tetragonal 
Rb3InCl6 phase,22 the NMR spectra indicated that the two 
types Rb atom could be surrounded by either 6 [InCl6]3- or 
5 [InCl6]3- octahedra and 1 In vacancy,32,33 which further 
splits the number of Rb sites to four, (Rb1, Rb1-v) and (Rb2, 
Rb2-v), resulting in 2*2 multiplets. As the synthesis 
conditions employ non-stoichiometric ratios (in particular, 
insufficient In precursors), the defects here could be B3+ site 
vacancies, with an energy depth of 0.8-1.0 eV and a density 
of 2.3*1010 cm-3, as determined by thermally stimulated 
current (TSC) and space-charge-limited current (SCLC) 
analyses (reported in Figure S19).

We then tried to rationalize the role played by the 
vacancies on the energy traps by recording 
thermoluminescence (TL) spectra (Figures 2c). The trap 
depth (ET) was estimated empirically by ET = Tm/500 eV, 
where Tm is the temperature at which the TL curve reaches 
a maximum.34 In details, the trap types could be divided into 
three regions, according to trap depth: type I (300-400 K, 
ET=0.7 eV), type II (400-550 K, ET=1.0 eV) and type III (>550 
K, ET=1.2 eV), as shown in Figure 2c. The trap depth 
gradually increased by increasing Δ and their distribution 
reached maximum broadening at Δ = 1.5%. Further 
increase in Δ resulted in a narrower energy distribution 
along with the disappearance of type I and type II traps. We 
thus hypothesized that in the Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ (Δ = 1.5%) 
sample the broad and continuous trap distribution could 
compensate losses from the STE center at the various 
temperatures probed, and thus offered the maximum value 
of Tc. Overall, these data support the hypothesis that a non-
stoichiometric amount of In3+ in the synthesis introduced a 
high density of In vacancies, forming energy traps whose 
depth and distribution could be further regulated by 
varying Δ. With increasing temperature, non-radiative 
channels are progressively activated and lead to emission 
losses from STE, but such losses are compensated by the 
thermally activated energy transfer from trap states to STE. 
The whole process leads to a robust anti-TQ behavior.2,6-9

We also attempted to modify the structural rigidity, as 
this can enhance the anti-TQ behavior by suppressing the 
thermally-activated non-radiative relaxation channels, as it 
is well known in rare earth doped metal oxide/nitride 
phosphors.6,17 We did this by alloying the Rb ions with 
either K+ or Cs+ in Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ while keeping fixed Δ at 1.5% 
and x at 1-2%. Alloying was corroborated by SEM-EDS 
analyses (Figure S20-21, Table S7) which revealed 
compositions corresponding to Rb2.2K0.8InCl6 and 
Cs0.7Rb2.3InCl6, respectively. The shrinking/expansion of the 
unit cell parameters upon alloying (according to XRD, see 
Figure S22) was not accompanied by the formation of 
impurity phases. For these two samples we then recorded 
the temperature dependent PL intensity in the 300-500 K 
range (Figure 2d and Figure S23) and used Tc to evaluate 
their anti-TQ behavior. The Rb2.2K0.8InCl6:xSb3+

 sample had 
a Tc of 450 K, lower than Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ (Tc=491 K). In 
contrast, the Cs0.7Rb2.3InCl6:xSb3+ sample showed an 
enhanced Tc, as it had a PL intensity at 500 K (Tc>500 K) that 
corresponded to 110% of its initial RT value. This, to the 
best of our knowledge, this is the most robust anti-TQ 
behavior for a metal halide phosphor to date.12,24 

We then recorded in situ temperature dependent XRD 
patterns for all the samples to evaluate their structural 
rigidity. As shown in Figure S24, for all samples, their 
diffraction peaks underwent reversible shifts during the 
heating-cooling cycle. In the Figure 2e, we plotted the 
temperature dependent 2ɵ position for each sample and 
evaluated their thermal expansion coefficients by 
comparing their slopes. For Rb2.2K0.8InCl6, Rb3InCl6 and 
Cs0.7Rb2.3InCl6, their fitted slopes were -2.3*10-3 2ɵ/K-1, -
1.9*10-3 2ɵ/K-1 and -1.5*10-3 2ɵ/K-1, respectively, indicating 
a gradually enhanced structural rigidity. As shown in Figure 
S25, at higher temperature (423 K), the Raman peaks of the 
KxRb3-xInCl6:xSb3+ shifted to lower frequencies. This is 
ascribed to a volume effect stemming from the thermal 
expansion of the octahedra. In contrast, the peak of the 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ sample at 423 K was essentially at the same 
spectral position as the one at 300 K, indicating negligible 
variation in the stretching mode. Such comparison 
indicated a higher rigidity of the [InCl6]3- octahedra in 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ lattice than in the KxRb3-xInCl6: xSb3+. 
Considering also a higher Tc of Rb3InCl6:xSb3+, we can 
ascribe the better anti-TQ behavior of Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ to its 
higher rigidity. As it is well illustrated in metal 
oxide/nitride materials, a higher structural rigidity reduces 
the lattice expansion with increasing temperature and can 
suppress phonon-related non-radiative processes.6,17 In our 
case, after alloying with Cs+, the sample acquired higher 
structural rigidity, and this can explain the better anti-TQ 
behavior, while alloying with smaller K+ cations results in a 
lower rigidity and worse anti-TQ behavior.18 It is worth to 
note that the long-term stability of the Cs alloyed phosphor 
decreased compared with the non-alloyed one, as shown in 
Figure S26. To study whether the particle size has any 
influence on the anti-TQ behavior, we prepared three 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ samples with different average particle sizes. 
One sample corresponded to the powder Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ 
with a domain size of 62 nm as delivered from the synthesis. 
The other two were obtained from it by grinding it for 5 and 
15 minutes, respectively, in order to progressively reduce 
the average domain size to 29 nm and to 19 nm, respectively. 
This process ensures that the two “secondary” samples 
have the same chemical composition as the primary sample. 
As shown in Figure S27a-d, XRD and SEM analyses confirm 
a progressive reduction in average particle size with 
grinding, however this size variation has no influence on the 
anti-TQ behavior, as shown in Figure S27e-f.

Based on the control experiments, a model of the anti-TQ 
behavior of the A3InCl6 phosphor can be drawn, as shown in 
Figure 2f. After light excitation (3.3 eV), the Sb dopant 
(1S03P1) is firstly sensitized (1). The generated exciton is 
heavily confined within a [SbCl6]3- octahedron and interacts 
with the crystal lattice, which results in enhanced electron–
phonon coupling and formation of a self-trapped exciton (2). 
Most trapped excitons decay radiatively to the ground state 
and generate green emission (3), while a fraction of them 
couple with lattice phonons more strongly and decay non-
radiatively with a faster kinetics35 (4). With increasing 
temperature, the lattice vibrations are enhanced and 
accelerate fast non-radiative processes (4), which result in 
emission loss of the phosphor. Here the materials with 
higher structural rigidity tend to have higher-energy 
phonon modes, which decreases the probability of non-
radiative relaxation36 (4).  On the other hand, the energy 
transfer from trap states to STE is also thermally activated 
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5

(5) and can compensate the emission losses (4) at 
increasing temperature. In process (5), a broad and deep 
trap distribution is required to compensate the non-

radiative emission loss at each heating stage, which can be 
realized by tuning the stoichiometric deficiency (Δ) of the In 
precursors in the synthesis.

Figure 2. (a) PL intensity of Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ with different values of the stoichiometric deficiency of In (Δ = 0%, 1.1%, 1.3%, 1.5%) in 
the temperature range from 300 K to 500 K. The PL intensity was normalized to the intensity recorded at 300 K. (b) XRD spectra of 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ with different Δ values. The right panel shows a zoom of the pattern in the range of 35-37 degrees. (c) 
Thermoluminescence spectra of the Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ with different Δ values; (d) PL intensity of Rb2.2K0.8InCl6:xSb3+, Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ and 
Cs0.7Rb2.3InCl6:xSb3+ in the temperature range from 300 K to 500 K. The PL intensity was normalized to the intensity at 300 K; (e) 
2 position of diffraction peaks in the temperature range from 300-500 K and their fitted slope. All the data are extracted from the 
temperature dependent XRD patterns in the heating-cooling cycle. (f) Scheme of emission process of anti-TQ metal halide phosphor 
along heating under UV light excitation.

The high rigid metal oxide/nitride materials experience 
only negligible lattice expansion with increasing 
temperature and thus maintain robust anti-TQ behavior,37 
while the metal halides experience more significant thermal 
expansion under the same conditions (Figure 2e). To 
understand how the Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ maintain stable 
luminescence under lattice expansion, we performed a 
Rietveld refinement of the XRD patterns and carried out 
Raman spectroscopy to investigate the structural changes 
taking place under heating. A sample of 3D metal halide 
(Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+) powders was prepared and underwent 
the same analyses for comparison. This sample has the 
same emissive center ([SbCl6]3-) as Rb3InCl6:xSb3+, but a 
different connectivity of the octahedra (3D vs 0D).35 In 
particular, we wanted to elucidate whether the connectivity 
had any substantial influence on the temperature-
dependent structural changes and luminescence. The 
doping concentration of Sb3+ was determined as 1.2% in the 
Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+ sample, similar to Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ (Figure 
S28 and Table S8-9). Temperature dependent PL spectra of 
Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+ indicated a significant decline in PL 
intensity with increasing temperature in the range from 
298 K to 420 K (Figure S29). We could exclude the 

possibility that the PL quenching was caused by the 
structural deterioration caused by heating, as the 
temperature dependent XRD patterns always showed pure 
3D double perovskite phase, with reversible shift of 
diffraction peaks across the heating-cooling cycle (Figure 
3a). Hence the 3D Cs2AgInCl6:x% Sb3+ was also structurally 
stable at various temperatures, similarly to the 0D 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ sample. We have estimated the temperature 
dependent lifetime for the anti-TQ phosphors 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ and the TQ phosphor Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+ as 
control sample. The data are reported in Tables S10-11 and 
Figure S30. Both phosphors evidence a shortening of the PL 
lifetime with increasing temperature. For the 3D 
Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+ phosphor, the lifetime at 400K is about 3.4 
times shorter than the one at 300K (�300K/ �400K = 3.4). In 
the same temperature range, the lifetime of the 0D 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ sample shows a more modest shortening 
(�300K/ �400K = 1.2). These results indicate that the [SbCl6]3- 
is surrounded by a relatively more stable environment in 
the 0D framework compared to the 3D framework in the 
temperature range probed in this work.  Overall, the 0D 
sample showed more robust luminescence stability at 
increasing temperature than the 3D one. 
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We then carried out Rietveld refinement on the XRD 
spectra of the 0D and 3D samples at 300 K, 425 K and 525 
K, respectively (Figure S31-32, Table S12). As the doping 
concentrations of Sb3+ for both cases were very low (~1%), 
we treated Sb3+ and In3+ equally as B3+ in the refinement. 
The temperature dependent A-Cl and B-Cl bond lengths 
were plotted for the 3D sample (Figure 3b) and the 0D 
sample (Figure 3c), respectively. In particular, the variation 
of the A-Cl bond length represents a variation in the 
distance between two octahedra, while the variation of the 
B-Cl bond length represents the expansion of an individual 
octahedron. For the 3D case (Figure 3b), both the A-Cl and 
B-Cl lengths show linear elongation with increasing 
temperature, indicating a synchronized stretching of the 
individual octahedra and of the distance between the 
connected octahedra. In contrast, for the 0D case (Figure 
3c), the A-Cl length increased linearly with temperature 
from 300 K to 525 K, while the B-Cl length remained 
unchanged. Quantitively, with temperature increasing from 
300 K to 500 K, the cell was slightly distorted (0.3% tilt of 
ꞵ), and the cell volume expanded by about 3%. In contrast, 
the Sb-Cl bond length (in this work, we treated Sb3+ and In3+ 
equally as B3+ in the refinement) varies varied little with 
temperature (it shrinks by 0.4%). Such results indicate that 
the overall geometry of the [SbCl6]3- octahedron in 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ does not change much with temperature, a 
behavior that we ascribe to the 0D structure of this material, 
formed by isolated octahedra. We carried molecular 
dynamic (MD) simulations to model the temperature 
dependent structural evolution of [InCl6]3- octahedra. The 
results are consistent with the XRD Rietveld refinement, 
indicating that the lattice volume expands gradually from 
300K to 500K. The dilation of the lattice mainly led to an 
increase of the In-In distance from 7.52 Å at 300K to 7.56 Å 
at 400K and 7.58 Å at 500K, while the octahedra remained 
almost unaffected at the different temperatures. Specifically, 
In-Cl bond lengths and Cl-In-Cl bond angles were not 
affected by the temperature: the In-Cl bond lengths 
remained fixed at 2.55 Å from 300K to 500 K and the bond 
angles also stayed fixed at around 90° in the same 
temperature range. These results indicate that the [BCl6]3- 
octahedra were not much affected by temperature and the 
main contribution in the thermal expansion of the lattice in 
the 0D sample was essentially an increase in the distance 
between the octahedra. 

The different expansion behaviors of the 0D and 3D 
sample were further verified by temperature-dependent 
Raman spectra. As shown in Figure 3d and 3e, the Raman 
spectra of Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+ and Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ evidenced 
similar profiles, with the two peaks at 175 cm-1 and 300 cm-1 
corresponding to the symmetric vibration stretching of the 
[InCl6]3- octahedron.38 At higher temperature (425 K), the 
Raman peaks of the 3D sample shifted to lower frequencies. 
Such change can be ascribed to a volume effect stemming 
from the thermal expansion of the octahedron.39 In contrast, 
the peak of the 0D sample at 425 K was essentially at the 
same spectral position as the one at 300 K, indicating that 
the stretching mode of isolated octahedra varied little with 
temperature. 

We have employed deformation potential (DP) theory to 
evaluate the electron-phonon (e-p) interactions of the 0D 

Rb3InCl6, 3D Cs2AgInCl6 and the reported anti-TQ metal 
oxide CaScAlSiO6.40 The DP theory considers the interaction 
with acoustic phonons as the main scattering mechanism 
for the electrons. It has been successfully applied to the 
study of materials such as metal coordination polymers,41 
organic polymers,42 and perovskites43 for the description of 
the electron-phonon interaction strength. The electron-
phonon interaction matrix is described as |𝑀(𝑘,𝑘′)|2 = 𝑘𝐵𝑇

. Here E1 is the DP constant and Cii is the elastic 𝐸2
1/𝐶𝑖𝑖

constant, k and k’ electron states. Therefore, a large E1 and 
small Cij will indicate stronger electron-phonon (e-p) 
interactions and vice versa. The 0D Rb3InCl6, 3D Cs2AgInCl6 
and CaScAlSiO6 structures have similar Cij values. However, 
the E1 value of 0D (10.62) is much smaller than those of both 
the 3D Cs2AgInCl6 (21.93) and of CaScAlSiO6 (22.31). 
Therefore, the 0D structure has weaker electron-phonon 
interactions than both the 3D Cs2AgInCl6 and CaScAlSiO6. To 
reveal how the surrounding environment of [SbCl6]3- 
changes with increasing temperature, we carried out 
temperature dependent PLE experiments and DFT 
calculations on 0D Rb3InCl6:xSb3+. As shown in Figure S34a, 
the PLE peaks position of the Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ sample is 
temperature independent, indicating almost no variation in 
the environment surrounding the [SbCl6]3- octahedra in 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ (in the 300-500 K temperature range). The 
temperature dependent PLE spectra of the 3D 
Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+ sample have also been collected (Figure 
S34b). The spectra evidence a progressive decrease in the 
intensity of the peak at 370 nm with increasing temperature, 
from 300 to 500K. Such result indicates more drastic 
changes in the local environment of the [SbCl6]3- octahedra 
in 3D Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+. The DFT results again support a 
temperature independent local structure of [SbCl6]3- in the 
0D Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ lattice in the 300-500 K range. We have 
computed the density of states (DOS) of 0D Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ 

at 300 K, 400 K, 500 K. The high temperature structures 
were obtained using molecular dynamics simulations. The 
DOS profile stays essentially the same at the different 
temperatures probed, with calculated band gap values 
likewise remaining almost unchanged (2.71 eV at 300 K, 
2.71 eV at 400 K and 2.68 eV at 500 K, respectively).

Overall, the structural evolution of the 3D 
Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+ and 0D Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ can be represented 
in the sketch of Figure 3f-g. For the 3D structure, as the 
octahedra are connected in all x-y-z directions, each 
octahedron has to stretch following the thermal expansion 
of the whole structure. For the 0D structure, the isolated 
octahedra are decoupled from the rest of the structure. 
With increasing temperature, the distance between the 
octahedra increases to contribute to the thermal expansion 
of the structure, while the single octahedra do not expand 
much. As a result, the isolated octahedra (also the emissive 
centers) in the 0D structure exhibit higher rigidity with 
increasing temperature than the connected octahedra in the 
3D structure. We propose that the intrinsic rigidity of the 
octahedra in 0D Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ can be one of the reasons for 
its robust anti-TQ properties. Further exploration on other 
0D metal halides sample as anti-TQ phosphors are ongoing.
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Figure 3. (a) Temperature dependent XRD spectra of Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+ in the temperature range from 298 K to 523 K. (b-c) A-Cl 
and B-Cl bond length variation of at different temperatures (298 K to 523 K) for (b) Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+ and (c) Rb3InCl6:xSb3+, obtained 
by Rietveld refinement of XRD data. Temperature dependent Raman spectra of (d) Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+ and (e) Rb3InCl6:xSb3+. (f-g) 
Sketch of the structural expansion with increasing temperature of Cs2AgInCl6:xSb3+ and Rb3InCl6:xSb3+.

Fabrication and testing of the hp-WLED devices. We then 
assessed the practical feasibility of the Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ 
phosphor by fabricating a hp-WLED using a blue LED chip 
as a light source (λmax=380 nm). The result is shown in 
Figure 4. In general, high-power LED lighting requires high 
flux operating currents in the range 200-1000 mA.  The 
commercial green phosphor, rare earth doped metal oxide 
(Sr,Ba)2SiO2:Eu was used as control sample, with a emission 
peak at 525 nm. We first coated the Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ or 
(Sr,Ba)2SiO2:Eu solely on the blue LED chip, respectively. As 
shown in Figure 4a, the luminescence intensity of both 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ and (Sr,Ba)2SiO2:Eu was enhanced with 
increasing current in the low current range (200-600 mA). 
However, in the higher current range (600-2000 mA), the 
luminescence intensity of the commercial (Sr,Ba)2SiO2:Eu 
sample started to decline, while the Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ sample 
delivered an increasing intensity, showing a parallel trend 
with the blue LED chip. We then assembled the blue LED 
chip, green phosphor (either Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ or 
(Sr,Ba)2SiO2:Eu) and the red emissive commercial anti-TQ 
phosphor K2SiF6:Mn4+ (KSF) in a WLED package (Figure 4b-
f). As show in Figure 4c, the overall luminescence intensity 
of (Sr,Ba)2SiO2:Eu based WLED started to decrease when 
the applied current was over 600 mA. In contrast, the 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ based WLED preserved enhanced 

luminescence at increasing currents up to 1600 mA and 
maintained its intensity up to 2000 mA (Figure 4b and 4c), 
corresponding to an operation temperature of ~500 K 
(Figure S36). We also compared the color coordinates 
stability of the two types of WLED. As show in Figure 4d, the 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ based WLED sustained its white color well in 
the 200-2000 mA current range. The color rendering index 
(CRI) value of the WLED at a current of 2000 mA was equal 
to 101% of the initial CRI at 200 mA, with a luminous flux of 
~21 lm (Table S13), comparable with the well-known metal 
oxide based anti-TQ phosphor2: NSPO:0.03Eu2+. In contrast, 
the (Sr,Ba)2SiO2:Eu based WLED changed its color from 
white to red gradually, because the red emissive KSF 
showed anti-TQ behavior, while the green emissive 
(Sr,Ba)2SiO2:Eu was gradually quenched at higher currents. 
The corresponding operated WLED at 200 mA and 2000 mA 
was shown in Figure 4e (Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ based) and 4f 
((Sr,Ba)2SiO2:Eu), respectively. The fabricated 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+-based WLED (Figure 4e) exhibited stable 
bright white emission at high applied current, showing 
excellent color stability. The aging experiments show that 
the Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ based devices exhibit long-term stability 
against humidity and large current, as reported in Figures 
S37-39. These results demonstrate that Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ is a 
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robust anti-TQ phosphor that can be successfully used as a 
green-emitting phosphor in high-power WLED lighting.

Figure 4. Performance of the fabricated pc-LEDs under high flux operating current. (a) Electroluminescensce (EL) spectra of 
Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ (red line and triangle) and the commercial green phosphor (Sr,Ba)2SiO2:Eu (orange line and diamond) coated 
on the blue LED chip under a high flux operating current of 100–2000 mA. The EL intensity of blue LED was also recorded for 
reference (black line and circle). (b) EL spectra of WLED using Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ as green phosphor and KSF as the red 
component under the current range from 50 mA to 2000 mA. (c) EL intensity of the WLED using Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ as the green 
component and KSF as red phosphor (red line and circle) and the WLED using commercial (Sr,Ba)2SiO2:Eu as green phosphor 
and KSF as red phosphor (black line and triangle), under the current range of 50 mA to 2000 mA. (d) CIE chromaticity 
coordinates of the Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ prototype WLED compared to the commercial green rare-earth oxide phosphor-based 
WLED, under increasing current (from 50 mA to 2000 mA). (e) Photographs of the Rb3InCl6:xSb3+ WLED prototype at low 
current (left) and high current (right). (f) Photographs of the fabricated (Sr,Ba)2SiO2:Eu WLED prototype at low current (left) 
and high current (right).

Conclusion
In summary, we have successfully developed a non-toxic 

and rare-earth-free metal halide phosphor, A3In1-ΔCl6:xSb3+ 
that does not suffer from luminescence TQ up to 500 K, 
achieving by non-stoichiometric synthesis and A site 
alloying. This behavior is attributed to the compensation of 
emission losses by the energy transfer from the induced 
defects to STE. At the same time, the intrinsic structural 
rigidity of the octahedra in the 0D metal halides reduces the 
thermal activated non-radiative energy losses. The nontoxic 
nature of the material, its low temperature synthesis and 
high QY make A3InCl6:xSb3+ an ideal anti-TQ phosphor for 
high-power WLED, with stable bright emission at an 
applied current of 2000 mA, corresponding to a working 
temperature of ~500 K. We want to remark that the class of 
metal halide materials is vast. Hence there are many 
members of this class (some of them even yet to be 
discovered) which have, or could have, high PLQY with 
emission ranging from the blue to NIR region. Our work 
indicates that, with proper design, the emitting center of 

metal halides with a “soft lattice” provided by the 0D 
structure could have the proper intrinsic rigidity to exhibit 
an anti-TQ behavior as robust as the one of mainstream 
metal oxide/nitrides. On the light of these considerations, 
the various reported Sb doped phosphors and other zero-
dimensional metal halide materials could, in principle, be 
good anti-TQ phosphors, however only after proper 
optimization following the principles and guidelines 
mentioned above. We believe that our work will inspire the 
community to identify additional viable, robust, broadband 
emitting anti-TQ phosphors within the large family of metal 
halides.
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